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The NMR spin-lattice relaxation time Tl of a degenerate submonolayer coverage of 'He in a thin
adsorbed
He film has been measured. As a function of He coverage, Ti exhibits a maximum and
undergoes a change in temperature dependence at a coverage near that of the superAuid transition in
the underlying
He film. Two relaxation mechanisms contribute to the observed Ti.

The He- He mixture film constitutes a remarkable
physical system. At low temperatures and submonolayer
He coverages, He is known to reside in a bound state
near the surface of He forming a quasi-two-dimensional
that has a Fermi temperature TF which
(2D) system'
depends on He coverage. The ability to tune TF allows
study of the He in both classical and Fermi regimes. The
He coversystem becomes more complex with increasing
age due to He- He interactions; rich structure is seen in
Recent
the evolution to multilayer coverages of He.
theories are capable of predicting details of the characteristics of submonolayer coverages of He interacting
'
such as the magnetic
He film,
with the supporting
susceptibility" and the specific heat;' these predictions
are in general agreement with existing experiments. Alof
though there has been progress in the understanding
these thermodynamic properties, much less attention has
of the dynamical
been directed towards an understanding
properties of the mixture film.
We have carried out NMR measurements of the He
spin-lattice relaxation time Ti of a submonolayer coverage of He in a He film as a function of He coverage,
T for
n4, for 0.20&n4&0. 50 A ', and temperature
T & 300 mK. He coverages are reported as an areal density, n4 (atoms/A ), and as equivalent layers of He at
bulk density, D4=n4X(3 6A) . . He coverages are similarly defined, with Di =n3X (3.9 A) . The superfluid density is believed to be zero at the lowest He coverages
studied. The superAuid transition for pure "He is seen as
a function of n4 and T by the observation of the vanishing
of third sound ' as determined from measurements done
for example, at T =100 mK third sound is
previously;'
seen to vanish at a coverage n4, =0.22 A . At the fixed
A.
(0. 1 layers) used here,
He coverage n3 =6.6X10
the He is known to behave as a 2D weakly interacting
Fermi liquid. ' ' We find that T~ displays unexpected
temperature and He coverage dependence. Two independent relaxation rates are observed, one of which seems
correlated with the rise of the superAuid density per unit
area as n4 is increased.
The mixture films are adsorbed to a Nuclepore substrate having a surface area of 1.77 m + 10% within the
1-cm NMR pickup coil. Temperatures in the range
30+'2 mK T 400+ 7 mK are produced by a dilution
refrigerator, and measured using a carbon resistor previously calibrated against a He melting curve thermometer. Further details of the apparatus appear elsewhere.

~ ~

NMR techniques'
in a 2-T magnetic field at
62.9 MHz are used to determine T~. A series of
x/2 —r —x/2 —ro —z rf-pulse sequences is used to measure the relaxation of the He spins to the lattice temperature as a function of time r, with r ranging from
1 & Ti to 10x Ti. ~0=0.3 msec was used for all Ti
For the coverages and temperatures remeasurements.

Pulsed

-0.

ported here, T~ was found to be well described by a single
exponential over one to two decades in echo height. The
and T2, to be reported in detail elsemagnetization
where, ' were measured using a series of x/2 —r —n pulse
sequences.
Figure 1(a) shows T~ as a function of n4 at various tem-
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FIG. l. (a) T' vs He coverage for several temperatures: 30
mK (solid triangles), 50 mK (squares), 100 mK (open triangles), 150 mK (circles), and 250 mK (diamonds). T~ (30 mK)
peaks at n4* =0.23 A -'. T' is nearly temperature independent
for n4 & n4, but shows strong temperature
dependence for
n4 & n4. (b) T-' vs n4 for two temperatures: 30 mK (solid triangles) and 250 mK (diamonds).
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A, y 1 K ' (Fig. 2). For n4=n4, T~ is seen to deviate
from linearity in T, and for n4& n4 the temperature
of
dependence
T
is
dramatically
diAerent;
1/T~=A+B/JT (Fig. 3). Similar
dependence of T~
seen in films near I K (Ref. 17) has been attributed to the
temperature dependence of the thermal velocity of classical He. Here, the
behavior of T~ is preserved well
into the degenerate regime of the 2D He (inset, Fig. 3).
The contributions to the relaxation rate, I/T~, from
these fits are shown (for T =30 mK) as a function of n4 in
Fig. 4. We note that there is an apparent extension of
1/T~ for n4 & n4, where it is a weak function of temperature, to the temperature-independent
part A of I/T~ for
n4& n4 through the region of the peak. This suggests
that I/T~ for n4 & n4 and A for n4 & n4 are governed by
the same relaxation mechanism which evolves smoothly
through n4 . The increase of the B above zero for n4 ~ n4
is interpreted
as the onset of an additional relaxation
mechanism near n4. This leads us to speculate that I/T~
is composed of two independent
relaxation processes;
I/T~ =W~+ Wa over the full range of n4 W~ is. a weak
function of temperature and Wa B(n4)/JT, with Wtt
=0 for coverages n4 & n4 . The weak temperature dependence of Wz, Wz A(n4)/(1+ yT), is unambiguous only
for n4~ n4, and gives the T~
yT)/A dependence
observed for those coverages. Since, for larger coverages,
this mild dependence is obscured by the stronger temperature dependence of Wa, we assume that the form of the
of 8 ~ does not change
temperature
dependence
significantly for n4& n4. Thus, the data were fit by
'
T~ =A/(I+ yT)+B/JT for all n4, with A, B, and y
~
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FIG. 2. Tl vs T for various n4. For n4 &n4, Tl is weakly
linear in T; at n4=n4 we see the onset of a stronger temperature dependence. The dashed lines are straight-line fits, while
the smooth curves for n4~ n4 combine the two observed temperature dependences described in the text, T~ =A/(I + yT)
+B/JT. Coverages: n4 =0.201 (solid squares), 0.210 (circles),
0.222 (open triangles), 0.233 (diamonds), 0. 239 (open squares),
0.248 (solid triangles).

T»

250 mK. A distinct peak of
peratures, 30 mK»
width less than one layer of He is seen in the 30-mK isotherm of T~ centered at n4=0. 23
n4 =n—
4, . No
corresponding peaked structure is seen in the coverage
dependence of the magnetization. ' For n4 & n4, T has a
weak linear dependence on temperature, T~
yT)/
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I/T'" (K-ty')
'~'-for various n4&0. 247

vs T
A '. The
T~
lines are straight line fits to Tl '
T ' '. Coverages:
n4=0. 248 (solid triangles), 0.267 (squares), 0.290 (diamonds),
0. 325 (open triangles), and 0. 369 (circles). Inset: Results of
two-dimensional
Fermi fits to the magnetization
(see Ref. 16)
for two representative coverages; n4=0. 214 & n4 (solid curve)
and n4=0. 332& n4 (dot-dashed curve), showing the spins to be
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degenerate for T ~ 100 mK.
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FIG. 4. Contributions

to I/T~ in different coverage regions
from fits, shown for T=30 mK. Open squares are Tl
A/(I+ yT) (valid for n4 & n4). Fitting to I/T~ A+B/MT
(valid for n4 & n4 ) yields A (open circles) and B/JT (open triangles). As described in the text, the relaxation rates, W. (solid
circles) and Ws (solid triangles), are determined from a fit to
T) = Wg (n4)+ Ws(n4), W.t (nq) =A (n4)/[1+ y(nq) T], and
Ws(n4) =B(n4)/JT, which is valid for all coverages of n4
These rates are shown here for T=30 mK.
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of n4 (Table I). The effect of setting y=O for
does not significantly change the fit values of A
and 8, except near n4 where y=B . The coverage
dependence of these two relaxation rates W~ and Ws (at
30 mK) is shown in Fig. 4. W~ is seen to decrease relatively smoothly with increasing n4, and is at most weakly
perturbed by the onset of Wz, this supports the supposition that these are two independent relaxation mechanisms.
For dipolar relaxation due to diffusive motion in three
dimensions'
T~-D, where D is the spin-diffusion coefficient. Miyake and Mullin ' have calculated that, for a
degenerate 2D system, 1/D T In(T). Indeed, our
preliminary measurements of the spin-diffusion coefficient
show D T
(we are not able to disat n4=0. 34 A
cern the presence of the logarithmic term), but there is no
T in our data. In two dimensions,
evidence for T
to yield a T~
this simple dipolar relaxation is predicted
which is only weakly temperature dependent for frequencies m=co„where co, is the spin-correlation frequency of
thermal motion; this is consistent with the behavior of
Wz (T). The He film is not strictly 2D, but the motion of
the spins is constrained to two degrees of freedom, so the
correlation functions could be expected to have the longtime tails which are responsible for the weak temperature
dependence of T~. However, our preliminary measurements of the diffusion coefficient indicate the collision frequency ' of the He is on the order of 4 6Hz, suggestthat co ((co, for our experimental parameters. Thus,
ing
the consistency with the predictions of Ref. 20 may be fortuitous.
If W~ does represent dipolar relaxation, its n4 dependence must be explained. A coverage dependence of the
effective mass, or other aspects of the mobility of He due
to the He film, may be responsible for the coverage
dependence of Wz. However, as evidenced by its temperature dependence, T~ is not related to the spin-diffusion
coefficient in a simply way. Thus, an explanation of the
coverage dependence of W~ based on the effective mass
seems unlikely. A dependence of the dipolar relaxation
rate on the width of the He wave function perpendicular
to the substrate plane is also possible. As the wave function broadens the average strength of the dipolar interaction as a function of separation in the direction parallel to
functions

n4) n4
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TABLE I. Representative

fit coefficients

B.

(Hz mK

(Hz)

0.233
0.249
0.263
0.282
0.305
0.331
0.362
0.427

y, and

1.246

0.978
0.763
0.720
0.691
0.574
0.370
0.224
0. 196
0. 188

0.785
0.614
0.250
0.556
0.609
0.369
—0.364

—1.394
—1.491
—1.161

0.011

—0.007

0.008
0.039
0.066
0. 112
0. 172
0.215
0.220
0.220

Tj

~

Next, we address the coverage dependence of W~. For
n4(n4, Wg=O. For n4 (n4(0. 32
Wg increases
approximately linearly with n4 and saturates for n4~ 0.33
The range of n4 over which this linear increase
occurs corresponds to about one layer of He. The onset
of the relaxation rate WB at n4 is apparently correlated
with the onset of superfluidity
at n4, . This coverage
If a mechdependence suggests a physical interpretation.
anism exists whereby the underlying superfluid can facilitate the relaxation of the He, then the strength of this interaction could depend on the amount of overlap between
the He bound surface state (of width -A) and the He
superfluid. In this scenario, the increase and saturation of
As the
W~ with an increase of n4 is understandable.
superfluid grows from zero with coverage at fixed temperature, the amount of superAuid sampled by the He wave
function increases; this will naturally saturate as the
thickness of the superAuid blanket exceeds A.
We know of no mechanism involving the underlying
superfluid that gives the observed MT temperature dependence. Several naive models for this interaction prove
inadequate. The superAuid filrn supports surface excitations such as third sound.
By perturbing the position of
the He atoms at the surface of the film, such excitations
may cause an additional contribution to the fluctuations of
the dipolar field seen by the He. However, one would expect the magnitude of the dipolar Auctuations, and hence
WB, to be proportional to the density of those excitations,
which one reasonably expects to increase with temperature, contrary to the observed temperature dependence of
Wg. It is also possible that the normal cores of vortices in
the superAuid may be populated by He,
providing a
reservoir of nondegenerate spins with which the degenerate He could interact, a possible source of JT behavior. However, vortices will exist in the normal state of the
film as well. It is not clear to us how the binding of vortices in pairs that occurs at the E-T transition can explain
the observed dramatic onset of WB at n4, .
It is unlikely that the coverage or temperature dependence seen in T is due to the He relaxing with magnetic
impurities on or in the surface of the Nuclepore. Since
the dipolar interaction falls off with distance as 1/r one
would expect surface impurities to induce motional narrowing in Tq that is strongly He coverage dependent. Tq
shows a temperature dependence consistent with that of
T~, but varies by no more than 15% over the entire range
of coverage and temperature investigated. Thus it is unlikely that surface impurities play an important role in the
relaxation of these He submonolayer films.
In conclusion, we have studied the He coverage and
temperature dependence of the NMR relaxation times for
a 0. 1 monolayer coverage of He in a He film. We observe unexpected behavior for T~. Theoretical work is
needed to explain the observations.

A,

~

8

n4

0.200
0.210

2,

the plane of motion should decrease. Thus, the observed
decrease of Wz with n4 may be an indication of a
broadening of the spatial distribution of the He bound
state with increasing n4. Preliminary theoretical work
but there has
suggests that such broadening may occur,
been no theoretical examination of such broadening on

)
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